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CONFIGURE MICROSOFT OFFICE
MACRO SETTINGS
Mitigation Strategies to Prevent Malware Delivery and Execution
Restrict what runs on your devices
Microsoft Office and its suite of applications are the cornerstones of the cloud service Microsoft 365. These applications can execute
macros to automate routine tasks. Microsoft Office macros have been a vector of virus infection and network compromise for a long time,
macros can contain malicious code resulting in unauthorised access to sensitive information as part of a targeted cyber intrusion.
If you don’t use macros, protection is easy. If you do use macros, it can be rather tricky to enable protection while still running the macros
you want. The Essential Eight’s recommendation is to disable macros, full stop, because it gives the highest amount of protection and is
the easiest to implement.
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SUMMARY SNAP-SHOTS
THE DILEMMA: WHICH OPTION IS BEST?

THE DILEMMA (CONT)
Disable all macros except digitally signed macros: This is
difficult to implement and even more difficult if you are
sharing a document with a macro in it with someone
outside of your organisation.
Users decide which macros to enable on a case-by-case
basis: From a management and I.T. security perspective,
putting the choice in user’s hands is never a good idea.

As recommended by the Essential Eight, this table displays the security
benefit, business impact and implementation difficulty of different
approaches to managing macros in Microsoft Office files.
Disable all macros without notification: The Essential Eight’s
recommendation is to disable macros, full stop because it gives the
highest amount of protection and is the easiest to implement.
Run macros from only trusted locations: Can be difficult to manage, especially
on networks. In fact, Microsoft’s recommendation and default setting is to
not allow macros stored in documents on your network to run.

Enable all macros: Is even worse because you can enable
a macro to run as soon as you open a document. If this
has been sent by a hacker, you could compromise your
computer and not know it’s happening.
The scary thing is, that Microsoft Publisher has less
security features which can allow hackers to bypass some
of the security controls Microsoft have implemented. So,
if you use Publisher and download files from others, be
especially careful!

LEARN MORE
Go to the Cyber Security Business Connect and Protect portal www.loyalit.com.au/cybersecurity
and see our videos, Q&A sessions and podcasts on this and other topics.
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